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Hi Kuka-gurus,  
 
We are trying to initiate our KUKA lbr iiwa 14 R820 on a flexFELLOW 900 standard, 
and we cannot troubleshoot the following base error for I/O on the smart pad:  
 
<SYS-X44> Error during ECat stack initialization [NetworkResponse() no Network 
Response]—> Error of Field Buses (FlexFellow) 
 
Fixing the issue with I/O mapping in WorkVisual does not work, because the 
software does not recognize the created IOConfigartion.wvs file. 
 
Does anyone have a clue! 
Attached are further details and snapshots.  
 
PS: We are using WorkVisual 5.0.5 Build0600 for Sunrise.OS 1.17, which is 
compatible according to the KUKA support line and release notes. 
 
Setup: 
 
KUKA lbr iiwa 14 R820 
flexFELLOW 900 Standard 
 
Software installed: 
* everything is running on Windows 10 
 
Sunrise Workbench - 1.17.0.5 
optional packages: 
- Autogenerated language fragments 
- KUKA Application Framework 
- KUKA Sunrise.AntiVirus 
- KUKA Sunrise.Basic Toolbox 
- KUKA Sunrise.DataViewer 
- KUKA Sunrise.flexFELLOW 
- KUKA Sunrise.GripperToolbox 
- KUKA Sunrise.HumanRobotCollaboration 1.0 
- KUKA Sunrise.OS Language Pack 
- KUKA Sunrise.PROFINET® M/S 
- Sunrise Workbench 
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WorkVisual V5.0 - Sunrise (5.0.5 Build 0600) 
optional package: 
- sunrise.kop (Sunrise 1.3.15.0) 
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Basic error: 
 
<SYS-X44> Error during ECat stack initialization [NetworkResponse() no Network 
Response] 
—> Error of Field Buses (FlexFellow) 
[image 03] 
 
Assumed solution for X44 error: 
 
IO mapping of in- and outputs of the in the FlexFellow platform integrated Beckhoff 
EtherCat EK1100, EL 9188, EL9189, EL1809, EL2809. 
Mapping via WorkVisual with installed Sunrise package. Opening the 
IOConfiguration.wvs file works only with the designated WorkVisual, according to the 
Sunrise Release note it is WorkVisual 5.0.5 Build0600 for Sunrise.OS 1.17.  
[image04] 
 
Software issues: 
 
The in the Sunrise project created IOConfiguration.wvs [image05] cannot be opened in 
the designated WoV. “The file does not represent a valid project and it cannot be 
open!” [image06]  

(Also if the project get exported, an error occurs: “Resource is out of sync with the file 
system” [image 07]) 

To compare, the file can be opened as expected with a different WorkVisual, in this case 
the latest 6.0 version I/Os can be mapped, but obviously the export to Sunrise fails (not 
the correct WoV version). 
 
Any ideas? 
 

 

[image01: Sunrise Installed Software] 
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[image02: Work Visual + Installed Sunrise Package] 
 

 

[image 03: Smart Pad SYSX44 Field Bus Error] 
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[image04: Release Note Sunrise 1.17] 
 

 
 
[image05: Sunrise project structure with IOConfiguration.wvs file]  
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[image06: Error Opening IOConfiguration.wvs in WorkVisual 5.0.5]  
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[image 07: Sunrise Project Export Failure] 


